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ABSTRACT 
The presented work presents the results of studying the temperature dependences of the dielectric constant and 

tangent of the dielectric loss angle and specific volume resistance of biocomposites LDPE + x vol% FB and 

bionanocomposites LDPE + x vol% FB +1 vol% Cu in the temperature range 290 - 390K.It was revealed that with 

an increase in the volume content of a bio-filler, the dielectric constant increases, and the specific resistance and 

dielectric loss decreases. It was revealed that with a change in the volume content of the filler of biological origin of 
the metal nano particle and temperature, it is possible to control the optimal values of the dielectric and electrical 

parameters of the studied biocomposites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is information on the preparation of novel composite materials based on polymers with fillers of different 
kinds of wastes including biological origin.The choice of such fillers is not accidental. The analysis of periodic 

literature shows that fillers of biological origin are sufficiently strong natural polymers against external 

influences. In addition, their use has great economic benefits. Because in the course of economic difficulties, the 

study and application of materials that are completely natural and have cheap costs have become one of the urgent 

problems of our time. Studies have shown that fish waste is a complex multicomponent system, consisting mainly of 

minerals and collagen. It is known that a large proportion of the waste of commercial fish mainly consists of bones, 

leather and scales, which in real conditions of the processing enterprises were mainly directed to the production of 

feed meal. This waste belongs to collagen-containing raw materials that are promising to produce natural-forming 

structures, which has a wide range of uses in various sectors of the food industry and national economy. 

 

In particular, gelatin obtained by processing collagen-containing raw materials is a hydrolyzed collagen solution. It 

has a number of features and is a unique substance with specific chemical and amino acid composition and physico-
chemical characteristics, which are widely used in the food industry, medicine, cosmetology and other sectors of the 

national economy [1-8]. By its nature, collagen - a connective tissue protein is considered as a valuable source of 

dietary fiber [5, 7], its composition is not inferior to terrestrial sources of ballast substances. Membranes, 

monolayers, and multilayer structures can be made from collagen material. Films (monolayer, multilayer, three-

dimensional matrices) [3,4], prepared from collagen materials, are among the most interesting materials from the 

point of view of both practical use and theoretical research. Such films are interesting for biomedical applications 

[5]. Using nanorods and nanowires (for example, carbon nanotubes or silver / gold nanowires) and other additives 

(for example, sulfonic liquid crystals), one can modify the optical and electromagnetic properties of 

collagen films. On the other hand, to meet the requirements of the rapidly developing modern technology, it is 

necessary to search for and obtain materials with a new complex of physicochemical properties. In this 

respect composite materials, the main advantage of which is that materials and structures are created simultaneously, 
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and the properties of materials are controlled by variation of the content and composition of the matrix and 

filler have enormous advantages. The properties of  composite substantially depend on the material of filler. In the 

modern literature there are numerous works devoted to the preparation and study of composite materials with 
various fillers [9]. In this work, to obtain new type composites, we used fillers of the biological origin of fish bone 

(FB) as filler. 

 

In light of the foregoing, the purpose of this work is to obtain new nanocomposites with biological fillers and to 

study the effect on the surface structure and dielectric properties of metal nanoparticles. 

 

II. METHOD & MATERIAL 
 

Electrical parameters of composites LDPE+x vol. % FB and nanocomposites LDPE + x vol.% FB + 1vol.% Cu we 

measure on the equipment which scheme  shown in fig.1 where, 1- measuring cell, 2 – sample, 3 - thermocouple,4 -

 heater, 5 - immitance meter,  6– termometer,7 – three phase LATR (laboratory transformer) system.Temperature 

adjustment was performed using a tri-LATR system. Measurement of the dielectric constant and the tangent of the 

dielectric loss angle were carried out using an automatic bridge E8-4 at a frequency of 1 kHz in the temperature 

range 300-500K on the installation shown in Fig.1 [11]. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the installation for measuring the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant and dielectric 

loss. 

 

The measurement of the ρ of the samples was carried out using an E6-13A teraohmmeter in the temperature range 

300-500K with linear heating.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The results of the study of temperature dependences of the dielectric constant and dielectric loss of 

biocomposites LDPE+x vol.% FB  with fillers 3, 5, 7,10 and 15 vol%FB are presented in fig. 2. Studies were 

conducted in temperature interval 300-380K. As follows from Fig.2a characteristic of all studied composites, there 

is a relatively weak increase in the dielectric constant. In particular, for composites with fillers 3, 5, 7, 10 and 

15 vol% FB at room temperature εis 11.49, 11.74, 12.06, 12.22, and 12. 97 at 373K, these values are 11.55, 11.95,  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2.The temperature dependences of the dielectric constant (a) and dielectric loss (b) of biocomposites LDPE+x vol.% FB 

where, 1-x-3, 2-x-5, 3 -x- 7, 4 -x -10, 5 -x-15 vol%FB 

 

12.173, 12.4, and 13.13 respectively. An increase in the dielectric constant was also observed with an increase in the 

volume content of the fish bone filler. In general, the character of ε(T) dependences in the studied biocomposites are 
almost the same. 

 

Temperature dependence study results of the dielectric loss of  LDPE+ x vol.%FB biocomposites with fillers 

3,5,7,10 and 15 vol% FB are shown in fig. 2b. As follows from fig. 2b. the character of the tgδ (T) change for 
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composites with the bulk content of fillers 3 and 5vol.%FB is slightly different,there are weak maximum on 

the tgδ(T) curves. For composites with fillers 7, 10, and 15vol.%FB, the character of the change tgδ(T) is almost the 

same, a slight decrease in dielectric loss is observed with increasing temperature. With an increase in the volume 
content of the filler, tgδ decreases over the entire temperature range studied. 

 

Also investigated temperature dependence of volume resistivity composites LDPE +x vol.% FB with fillers 

3, 5, 7 vol.%FB. The results are presented in Fig. 3, from which it follows that at low temperatures it is characteristic 

of all investigated composites that a slight decrease in ρv is observed , and with a further increase in 

temperature ρv practically unchanged. In investigated composites LDPE + x vol .% FB with an increase in the 

volume content of the filler, a decrease in the value of the volume resistance is observed. 

 

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the permittivity (ε), dielectric loss tangent (tgδ) and volume 

resistivity of nano composites LDPE + x vol.% FB + 1vol.%Cu. Studies were conducted 

in composites LDPE + x vol.% FB  with fillers 3; 5; 10 and 15vol.% FB and 1vol. %Cu.  As follows from 
figure 4a. on the curve ε (T) dependences of the composite LDPE+3vol.%FB+ 1vol.%Cu. There is a single 

maximum at a temperature of 328K and two weak minimum at 323 and 333K, respectively. In general, as the 

temperature increases from room temperature to 393K, the dielectric constant increases from 13.49 to 13.64.  

On the curve temperature dependent and permittivity nanocomposites LDPE+10 vol.% FB+1vol.%Cu significant 

responses are not detected, and to this composite with increasing temperature from room temperature to 383K  

ε increases from 13.56 to 13.91. The variation of the dielectric constant of the composite with 15%vol.FB filler and 

1vol.%.Cu depending on temperature is a 

 

 
Fig. 3.The temperature dependence of volume resistivity composites LDPE +x vol.% FB with fillers 1-x-3, 2-x-5,                       

3-x-7vol.%FB. 

 

similar nature, i.e. with increasing temperature from room temperature to 383K ε increases from 13.78 to 14.05 .  

An increase in the dielectric constant is observed with increasing volume content fishbone in the composite, with the 

same content of metallic nanoparticles.  Temperature dependence study results of the tangent of the dielectric 

loss angle of LDPE+ xvol.%FB +1vol.%Cu composites are given in fig.4b. As follows from fig.4b in composites 

with volumetric contents of fillers 10 and 15vol.% FB, the character of the change in tan δ with temperature does 

not differ significantly. At the curves at 323K, weak maximums are observed, and in general, in the temperature 
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range 293-383K tgδ for the composite with 15vol.% FB filler does not decrease significantly from 336 to 324. The 

decrease in tgδ for the composite with filler 10 (curve 3) and 15vol.%FB it was from 346 to 340. 

 
Temperature dependences of tgδ composites with carbon aggregates of 10 (curve3) and 15vol.%FB  (curve 4) is 

relatively complex. As follows from fig.4b (curve3) on the curve tgδ (T) at temperatures of 308K, 338K, 357K and 

368K, weak maximum are observed. On the tgδ (T) curve of the LDPE+15vol.%FB+ 1vol.%Cu composite at 313 K, 

a clear maximum and weak maxima at 339K, 343K are observed. tgδ this composite from room temperature to 

373K increases from 380 to 417. Note that tgδ in the studied composites with an increase in the volume content of 

the filler decreases. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.4. The temperature dependences of the dielectric constant (a) and dielectric loss (b) of biocomposites LDPE+x vol.% 

FB+1 vol%Cu where, 1-x-3, 2-x-5, 3 -x- 10, 4 -x -15vol%FB. 
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In Fig.5. presented the dependence lg ρv = f (1/T) for  LDPE film and its modifications. Studies were conducted in 

nanocomposites  LDPE+vol.%FB+1vol.%Cu, where, x = 3,5,7,10,15. As can be seen from Fig. 5 (curve 1), the 

specific volume resistance of a pure LDPE sample is linearly decreases with increasing temperature, after the 
introduction of the fish bone additives into the LDPE, the values ρv  of the composites increase over the entire 

temperature range  (curves 2,3,4,5). 

 

The study results of the dielectric and electrical properties of composites LDPE + x vol .% FB 

 and LDPE nanocomposites + 15 vol.% FB  + 1 vol.% Cu can be explained as follows. 

 

It is likely that an increase in the volume content of the filler in the composition of the composites studied leads to 

the growth of fish bone particles in the total thickness of the sample. Clusters closed on each other in the sample 

thickness can be considered as active resistance included between the electrodes.  

 

 
Fig.5.The temperature dependence of volume resistivity composites LDPE +x vol.% FB+1 vol%Cu with fillers 1-x-3, 2-x-5, 3-

x-7, 4 -x -10, 5 -x-15 vol%FB. 

 
Since fish bones have higher conductivity (1010 Ohm -1) compared with LDPE (1015 Ohm -1) [12], it can be 

considered that the resistance of the composite will mainly be determined by contacts between the fish bone 

particles. The accumulation and redistribution of free electric charges (Maxwell Wagner's volume polarization), 

which distorts its original internal electric field, occurs at the cluster boundaries in an alternating electric field. It is 

known [13] that at low frequencies the internal electric field is distributed according to the conductivity, and at high 

frequencies according to the dielectric constant. Consequently, a decrease in ɛ with an increase in the frequency of 

the measuring field can be explained by the appearance of a relatively strong internal field in the bone clusters. 
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